Used 2003 Acura MDX Transmission Added to Import Honda Inventory for
Sale at U.S. Transmissions Company Website
Used 2003 Acura MDX transmission is now added for sale online in the Honda inventory at the
Got Transmissions company. These MDX units are preowned and available for sale within the
USA.
Nashville, TN (PRWEB) January 03, 2014 -- Honda continues to produce its Acura luxury vehicle brand for the
global auto market. The Got Transmissions company is announcing its acquisition of used 2003 Acura MDX
transmission inventory for sale. These units are now included in the Honda import inventory sold to American
buyers at http://gottransmissions.com/acura-transmissions.html.
The new arrival on these five-speed automatic transmission assemblies is one strategy used this year to improve
the luxury gearbox inventory marketed for sale online. The MDX series is now in its second generation of
production and millions of units have been sold contributing to more consumer use in the United States.
The Got Transmissions company website is now updated to reflect the available inventory for luxury Honda
transmissions for sale. The automatic inventory of foreign gearboxes currently promoted in the Honda builds
online is now equipped with the supplied two-year warranties offered for each buyer.
"There are now several builds from the Honda company featured in our replacement transmissions inventory
online with more units scheduled for addition through 2014," said one source at the GotTransmissions.com
company.
One disadvantage that some purchasers of used transmission units online experience through some sources is
high wear. Because there are no requirements to validate quality before sale, some sellers distribute inventory
that is lower in quality to buyers. The Got Transmissions company has changed its acquisitions efforts this year
and now specializes in low mileage gearboxes.
"Mileage and age are two of the first elements reviewed by gearbox buyers when considering a purchase and
we're now offering above average units for sale," the source included.
The GotTransmissions.com website has recently been enhanced with separate detail pages for foreign
transmission units for sale online. These pages are now used as a research source for buyers validating
transmission codes, quality levels and warranties coverage before completing an online purchase.
About GotTransmissions.com
The GotTransmissions.com company supplies some of the lowest prices for replacement automobile
transmissions marketed on the Internet. The company resource was built in 2007 and remains one of the most
used independent websites to find low priced auto parts for sale. The GotTransmissions.com company provides
a full-time staff of support specialists who support transmission buyers by phone and online. The company
inventory marketed in North America includes warranty protection and is shipped without charges for freight.
New inventory is acquired and added online on a weekly basis.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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